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Every society has to deal nith the maturing impulses of its ado¬
lescents. No human society has as yet developed a set of behavioral
e^cpectations idiat does not neigh heavily upon some members of the
younger generation, hurrying them forward into a life for idiich they
are unready or holding than back idien they are ready to go forward. In
slowly changing societies, the adults idio punish or reward were once
adolescents facing much the same difficulties in much the same way.
But in a changing society like otirs this is not so. The ways of ado¬
lescents are often as strange to their elders as the behavior of scane
distant and alien people, and parents se^ed renoved not ty a mere
quarter of a century but by all the generations since Adam. The ways
of the elders fossilize because there are no recruits to Join their
ranks, and the behavior of the adolescents becomes cruder and harsher;
the young people, informed only by their own urgencies are unmellOTiBd,
bereft of any summer svin of e^cperience and wisdom.
In our own and other societies, the type of sexual behavior that
meets with highest social approval is that which occurs within marriage.
Premarital sexual behavior, however, certainly occurs and, an invostigs^-
tion of the extent to which it does occur, will assist \is in understand¬
ing the values that surround this behavior in our society. We are aware
that at the present time sexual behavior outside marriage cannot be de¬
scribed and analyzed with precise accuracy. Although it is trite to
1
2
remark '’more research is needed,” it is amazing how much has been done
in this admittedly harct-to-research area, but specificity and detail
are often lacking. Some areas have been baz*ely studied at all, and we
are not sure how nnich confidence we can place in this or that finding of
1
a specific study.
Statement of the problem.—^The problem involved in this study is to
describe the premarital sex behavior of a group of college students en¬
rolled in the Atlanta University Summer School.
Purpose of the study.—The ptnpose of this study was to deteimine
the nature and extent of premarital sex behavior among the students with
special enqphasis on their introduction to sexuality, first sex behavior
to orgasm, first premarital coitus, dating relationships, pregnancy,
and sexual deviancy.
Definition of terms.—Sex, as the teim is en^iloyed herein, encom¬
passes all behavior engaged in consciously and for the purpose of gain-
2
ing or causing libidial satisfaction.
The premarital period, as herein defined, is that period prior to
3
an individual's first marriage.
Research procedure.—The writer reviewed all available previous
and current literature pertinent to the problem of study. This litera¬
ture consisted of marriage and family manuals, sex science magazines,
monthly sex pamphlets, source books on sexual behavior, and previous
studies of this nature.
Margaret Mead, Premarital Dating Behavior (New York: Holt and
Company, 19$9)f p* 1.
^John S. Yankowski, The Yankowski Report on Premarital Sex (Los
Angeles: Holloway House, 196^), p. 17.
^Ibid. 1 p. 18.
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To collect the necessaiy data for the study, the writer used, with
minor modifications, a selection of items from a questionnaire conr-
1
structed by John S. Yankowski. With the pearmission and cooperation of
Mrs. Middleton of Morris Brown Collego and Mr. Chivers of Morehouse
College, both members of the Department of Sociology of the Atlanta
University Summer School, the writer acininistered questionnaires to
the students in each of their classes. The classes consisted largely
of undergraduate students taking the following listed subjects; Anthro¬
pology, Criminology, and Introductory Sociology,
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This was a pilot study based on am accidental san5)lo of 100 re¬
spondents, (All 100 of the re^ondents were used as subjects of observa¬
tion for this research.) Each respondent T»as requested to tadce home
the questionnaire, which included a sex glossary, and to return it
immediately. Fortunately, all respondents were very pron5)t and coopeav
ative in this matter.
Theoretical orientation,—The term "sexual” includes overt acts,
individual attitudes, amd social values. "Sexual” is also categorized
according to the person or persons involved, the acts performed, the
social situation encompassed, and the emotions ej?) erienced. Unless
indicated otherwise ty the context in tfliich it appeairs, "sexual" as
well as heterosexual, means sexual behavior vath a person of the oppo¬
site sex, amd homosexuauL, sexual behavior with a person of the same sex
3
regardless of the nature of the o:q)erience,
^Ibid,, pp. 20-k3»
2
Claire Selltiz, et al., Reseatrch Methods to Social Relations (rev,
ed,j New York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 196^) , p, ^16,
%arold T. Christensen. Handbook of Marriage and Family (Chicago;
Rand McNally & Company, 196i|.), p, ^8;^,
u
Limitations of the stucjy.—-A researcher is never svire that a re¬
spondent is answsring a question honestly,^ It has been pointed out
that a respondent may be consciously hiding the true attitude yitiea
filling out a questionnaire*
This study is limited by virtue of the fact that the subjects Trere
asked to fill out questionnaires to niiich they may have supplied pseudo
responses. It is also possible to assume that some of the subjects may
have supplied responses vhtch. they consider as favorable to their be¬
havior, thereby giving the researcher an inadequate description of their
true behavioral patterns.
Owing to the sensitive feelings of some people relative to questions
concerning their personal sexual behavior, there is a possibility o f the
sxibjects' being evasive concerning certain questions by failing to re¬
spond in instances i/iiere they may feel some shame or guilt.
Review of literattge.—In the Kins^, Pomeroy, and Martin stuc^
concerning "premarital sex behavior," it was found that 85 percent of
«n males and between 30 and I4.O percent of all females had experienced
coitus to orgasm by age 21. Their findings also reveal that by "late
adolescence" more than 25 percent of all females and UO percent of all
2
males had petted to orgasm.
One of the mosb current studies relative to pr«narital sexual be-
3
havior is ly John S. Yankowski. In this study •ttie respondents were
%orris R. Cohen, "A Critique of Social Measurement," American
Journal of Sociometiy, IV (February, 1958), 369.
o
Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E, Martin, Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male, 19i;8, p. 32it., and Sexual Behavior in the
Hranan Female, 1953, P. 273 (Philadelphia; W, B. Saunders Company).
Jankowski, op. cit., p. 19.
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assembled a series of sampling techniques designed to insure repr^
sentation of each individual in the desired popiilation, American males
and females, ages 21 to 35.
Tankowski’s research procedure was as follows: (a) the total pop:i-
lation of the nation’s 50 states was divided into 10 equal blocksj (b)
from each block were selected at randcan 500 individuals listed by the
U« S. Census Bureau as American citizens, ages 21 to 35; (c) each of
the 500 individuals in each of the 10 blocks was invited by mail to
participate in the suinrey,
Yankowski used an inteirview schedule consisting of questions de¬
signed to give general background information relative to respondents’
gender, racial and ethnic characteristics, age, citizenship, occupa¬
tional characteristics, formal education, gross annual income, marital
status, and religious characteristics. In addition to general back¬
ground Information, data was collected on the following sxabjects: intro¬
duction to sexuality, first behavior to cu*gasm, noi>-coital heterosexual
activity, and prcmiiscuity*
The findings of the Yankowski study weire as follows: (l) The ma-
mority of male and faoale students experienced the awakening of sexur*
ality on the academic, p^chic, and physical levels prior to age 13.
(2) Both male and female students knew about childbirth by age 12.
(3) All males and females e^qperioiced sexual desire by age 12. (1;)
AH males and females had engaged in sexual experimentation by age 12.
(5) The majority of male and fmnale students had learned of childbirth
from a sibling or peer. (6) Most of the males and females had experi¬
enced their first orgasm by age llj., (7) A large percentage of male and
female students had experienced orgasm by masturbation by age lU. (8)
6
The raajoidty of the students' parents approved of their going steady.
(9) Respondents #10 Trent steady e:q>erienced coitus Tiith more than half
their steadies. (10) There Trere some female students idio had become
pregnant out of tredlockj others had given birth to illegitimate children.
Some had experienced miscarriages idiile others had induced abortion.
Some of the males had caused illegitimate pregnancyj others Trere found
guilty in court of siring illegitimate children.
:i
In a stuc^ conducted by Winston Ehimann, the researcher used as his
population 100 male and female college students enrolled in a large uni¬
versity.
The purpose of the stuc^ Tias to describe the sex aspect of dating
behavior in terms of varying degrees of physical love-making intimacies,
to analyze this behavior in terms of specific characteristics of the
Individuals, and to examine the relationship among the ideas of love,
sex codes of conduct, and heterosexual behavior.
Written schedules of questions formed the basis for collecting the
data. Ttid different schedules Trere used—Schedule A and Schedule B.
Schedule B iras an amplification of Schedule A because of the addition
of certain it«ns.
The major purpose of the study "nas to determine the stages for
the classification of the physical love-making activities in dating.
The classification of stages in Schedule B had the following divisions:
Stage (a), no dates} Staged), no physical contact; Stage (C), kissing
and hugging; Stage (d), breast fondling; Stage (E), genital fondling;
and Stage (F), sexual intercourse,
%inston Ehrmann Premarital Dating Behavior (Nerr York: Bantam Book
Company, I960), p. 25.
7
Ehiman's findings revealed that the niajority of the students coiv-
fined their heterosexual behavior to Stages A, B, C, or D. A greater
portion of the male rather than fwaale respondents had engaged in
genital fondling and had e^qjerienced coitus relations.
Kirkendall^conducted a research study of interpersonal relation¬
ships based on case histories of 668 pronarital intercourse e35)eriences
rei)orted tjy 200 college males, (average age 20.6).
In designing the study, the researcher sought primarily to undeiv
stand the nature and quality of the interpersonal relationships developed
as they related to premarital Intercoxirse. The research emphasized de¬
scriptive, clinical type data. The subjects sho participated in the
research were obtained through the researcher's personal aoqaaintance
after visiting their college living groups.
An interview schedule uas used bearing questions relating to the
quality of the inteipersonal relationship in which the subjects were in¬
volved and in idiich intercourses were included. The five aspects of
inteipersonal relations that seemed significant were: (l) motivations,
(2) nature and extynt of communication, (3) protective measures, (it)
attitude toward responsibility, and (5) self-evaluation.
The findings of Kirkendall’s study were as follows: (l) The longer
the time the couple had known each other prior to intercourse, the
greater tiie likelihood that the sexual liaisons would be classified at
a level denoting strong or intense emotional involvements. (2) The
capacity of couples to communicate concerning their sexual relationship,
Tdiether before or after intercourse occurred, grew with the intensity
^Lester A. Kirkendall, Premarital Incourse and Interpersonal Rela¬
tionships (New York: Matrix Mouse, 1961), p. 11.
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of the emotional attachment in the total relationship* (3) The amount
of argumentative-persuasive conmrunication decreased shaipiy once inter¬
course had occuired. (k) Experience in intercourse did not facilitate
communication, for the number of subjects -who reported ”no communication”
foUomng the beginning of intercourse iras greater than the number Tiho
reported ”no communication” prior to intercourse. (5) Neither possible
marriage nor potential pregnancy TOre subj ects of much discussion by-
couples prior -bo intercourse. (6) Possible pregnancy raised Jointly by
sexual partners as a subject of conversation increased shaiply after
intercourse had occurred. (7) Girls, much more frequently than beys,
became more attached -to their sexual partner -than -their partner -nas -bo
them, (8) The use of contraceptive practices and plans for coping -ni-th
possible pregnancy -were found more frequently at le-vels of marked emo¬
tional involvement rather than le-vels of minimal emotional involvement.
The study, ”Postmarital Consequences of Pranari-bal Sex Adjus-tment”
1
Ty Eugene J, Kann and David H, Ho-nard, -was conducted to explore sexual
adjus-tment before and during the honeymoon period.
The universe of subjects for the foregoing stuc^ consisted of 190
married -women; -ni-ves of students residing in three housing units on a
midwBstem uni-versi-ly canpus. Each subject -was personally con-bacted
and the nature of the research -was briefly e:q)lained -bo her. She was
then ai^ed -to conple-be a fouivpage schedule* Only nine of -the subjects
ei-bher refused to cooperate or could not be located, and four schedules
were discarded on the basis of inccxapleteness. The rsnaining 177 com¬
pleted schedules -were analyzed. These couples represented a relatively
^Eugene J, Kann and Da-vid H. Howard, ”Postinari-bal Consequences of
Premarital Sex Adjus-tment,” American Sociological Re-view, XXII, (March,
1959), 556-563.
homogeneoTis group mth reference to certain characteristics—they -were
young and fairly recently married (mean years of marriage they
■were above a'VBrage in education (mean years of college education 2.5
for •the Yiives and 3«1 for the hu^ands)j and 96 percent -were Protes'bant,
Coital experience mth spouse prior -to mairiage -was indicated by
U3.5 percent of the 177 respondents.
The findings on the honeymoon period indicated the importance of
pi'emari'tal intimacy ■wi'fch spouse in terms of immedia'be pos'tmarital sex¬
ual satisfaction and al'bered pos'tmari'tal beha'vior.
The ritualized change of s'tatus, signified ly the -wedding trip,
was attribu-bed greatest in5)ortance by the uninitiated. Similarly, the




BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE
The prevalent moral, social, religious, intellectual and econanic
climate into udiich individuals are bom has a definite influence in
the shaping of their sexual values and behavior. A.s these factors af¬
fect the lives of one's primary family and the ccmammity at large,
tend to mold the individual's sexual perspective.
It is reasonablelto assume that the respondents of this stuc^y have
been affected by the foregoing factors. By virtue of the respondents
being in their late adolescence or early adulthood stage, they have been
shaped or fashioned in their behavioral patterns relative to the influ¬
ence exerted by their moral, social, religious, intellectual and econom¬
ic orientations.
According to Table 1 the median age for the male respondents 'mas
22.12, and for the female respondents, 21.93* It is revealed that 2
percent of the males and 6 percent of the fonales fell -within the age
interval 16-17j 8 percent of the male respondents and 17 percent of the
female respondents fell mithin in-beival l8-19j 20 percent of the males
and 13 percent of the females fell within the interval 20-21; and 65
percent and 62 percait, respectively, fell mi'thin age interval 22-23*
Table 2 reveals -that only 23 of the respondents, 65 percent males
and 35 percent females, reported full or part-time «nployment as waiters




AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SEX
Age
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
16 - 17 1 2 k 6
1COH 3 8 10 17
20-21 8 20 8 13
22 - 23 26 65 37 62
2l| - 25 2 5 1 2
26 or o"7er 0 0 0 0
To"fcal liO 100 60 100
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS ENGAGED IN FULL OR PART-TIME EMPLOYMMT
ACCORDING TO SEX
Occupation Number Percent
Cafe Waiters (Males) 15 65
Ceife Waitresses (Females) 8 35
Total 22 100
According to Table 3> concerning occupations of respondents' par¬
ents, it is revealed that 100 percent (all fathers) are gainfully ent-
ployed* Of these fathers, 60 percent are unskilled -norkersj 22 percent
are ^killedj and 18 percent are professional* Table 3 further reveals
that only 1;0 percent of the respondents' mothers are en5)loyed« Of
these mothers, 18 pement are unskilled "workers; 25 percent, semi¬
skilled; and 57 percent, professional*
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS' PARENTS ACCiORDING TO OCCUPATION
Occupational Classification
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
Unskilled 60 60 7 18
Sgni-Skllled 10 25
Skilled 22 22
Professional 18 18 23 57
Total 100 100 ho 100
Table U reveals that $ percent of the male respondents and 17 peiv
cent of the female respondents have completed one year of college*
Forty-tTSD percent of the female respondents have completed tiro years of
college and 50 percent of the male respondents have done likeuise. It
is revealed that 15 percent of the males and 8 percent of the fgnales
have completed fovir years of college.
TABLE U
DISTRIBUTION OF HIGHEST TEAR OF COLLEGE COMPLETION BT RESPONDENTS
Male Female
Years Completed Number Percent Number Percent
1 2 5 10 17
2 20 50 25 h2
3 12 30 20 33
U 6 15 5 8
Total ijO 100 60 100
13
Table 5 reveals that 3 percent of the respondents’ fathers have an
elementary school education only. It reveals further that 58 percent of
the fathers have finished high school; lU percent have completed twj
years of college; and l6 percent have finished college. It is revealed
that only 1 percent or one respondent’s mother has only an elementaiy
school education idiereas 92 percent have finished hi^ school and 7
percent have completed college,
TABLE 5




Number Percent Number Percent
Elemen-tary: 1 - 7 0 0 0 0
8 3 3 1 1
High School: 1 - 3 0 0 0 0
h 58 58 92 92
College: 1 9 9
2 m 111
3 0 0
ii 16 16 7 7
Total 100 100 100 100
According to Table 6, 96 percent of the re^ondents’ parents have
annTial incomes that fall mthin the $2,500 - $1|,999 salary interval; 3
percent fall vrithin the $5,000 - $7,1499 interval; and only 1 percent
•within the $7,500 - $9,999 interval. There ■were no parents "with annual
incomes exceeding $10,000,
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL SALART RANGE OF RESPONDENTS' PARENTS
Salary Range Number Percent
$2,^0 - $li,999 hZ 96
$5,000 - $7,U99 23 3
$7,500 - $9,999 25 1
Over $10,000 0 0
Total 100 100
Table 7 reveals that 5 percent of the male re^ondents are marriedj
90 percent are single, but going steady; and $ percent are sir^le and un^
attached. It further reveals that 8 percent of the female respondents are
married and 2 percent are divorced. Eighty-three percent of the females
are single, but going steady and 7 percent are single and unattached,
TABIE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO MARITAL STATUS
Male Female
Marital Status Number Percent Number Percent
Married 2 5 5 8
Divorced 0 0 1 2
Single (Going Steady) 36 90 50 83
Single (Unattached) 2 5 U 7
Total ko 100 60 100
Table 8 reveals that 7$ percent of the respondents are Protestant;
20 percent are Catholic; and 5 percent have no religious affiliation.
15
TABLE 8









INTRODUCTION TO SEXUALITY, SEXUAL EXPERIMENTATION, AND
PREADOLESCEUT AND ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY
The means by -viiich one is introduced to sexuality plays a signifi¬
cant role in one's attitude toiuard sex and his behavior. The means of
sexual introduction are diverse but all are not refined to provide the
seekers -with a •wholesome outlook to'ward sex, nor do all foster proper
sex beha'vlor in indi'viduals. By Tiftiatever means one receives his intro¬
duction, this means is responsible for the sexual behavior pattern of
that particular indi'vidual. In many ins'tances, in the process of being
introduced to sex, persons are misled by relying upon infoimation given
by unreliable sources.
This chapter deals with -the means liaich the respondents of this
stuc^r were introduced •fco sexuality, their experimentations, and their
preadolescent and adolescent sex activities.
According to Table 9, S percent of -fche male respondents discovered
the facts of childbirth within "bhe 7-8 age interval; 13 percent learned
within the 9-10 interval; 27 percent within the 11-12 interval; and 5^
percent within the 13 or over interval. It is revealed 'that 2 percent
of the females learned -within -the 7-8 age interval; 13 percent within
the 9-10 Interval; 35 percent ■within the 11-12 interval; and 50 percent
■within the 13 or over interval.
Table 10 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents recalled
sexual desire within the 6 or imder age interval; 8 percent wi-bhin the
16
17
7-8 interval; 10 percent mthin the 9-10 interval; 32 percent lAthin the
11-12 interval; and Ii5 percent nithin the 13 or over interval* It is re¬
vealed that 10 percent of the female respondents recalled such experience
mthin the 6 or under interval; U2 percent irithin the 7-8 Interval; U
percent Yd. thin “Uie 9-10 interval; h2 percent Ttithin the 11-12 interval;
and 1 percent yd.thin the 13 or over interval.
TABLE 9
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR
FIRST KNOWLEDGE OF CHILDBIRTH
llale Female
Age Number Percent Number PeiHjent
6 or under 0 0 0 0
oo1t- 2 1 2
9-10 5 13 8 13
11-12 11 27 21 35
13 or over 22 3Q 50
Total ko 100 60 100
TABLE 10
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO AWARENESS
OF HETEROSEXUAL DESIRE
Male Female
Age Number Percent Number Percent
6 or under 2 5 6 10
001r- 3 8 25 h2















Total IjO 100 & 100
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In Table 11, it is significant to note how few of the re^ondents
learned of childbirth from their parents. Table U reveals that 5 per¬
cent of the males learned of childbirth from their mothers; 12 percent
from their fathers; 35 percent from their siblings; i|.0 percent from nort-
sibling peers; and 8 percent learned by inqjersonal means. Sixteen peioent
of the female respondents learned from their mothers; 2 percent from their
fathers; 25 percent from siblings; 50 percent from noi>-sibling peers; and
7 percent by impersonal means.
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE






Mother 2 5 10 16
Father 5 12 1 2
Other Adult Relative 0 0 0 0
Pastor 0 0 0 0
School Teacher 0 0 0 0
Adult (Non-Relative) 0 0 0 0
Sibling lil 35 15 25
No&-Sibling Peer 16 Uo 30 50
Impersonal Means 3 8 .k 7
Total ko 100 60 100
Table 12 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents first experi¬
mented with their own bodies within the 6 or under age interval; 20 percent
within the 7-8 interval; 8 percent within the 9-10 interval; 10 percent
19
within the 11-12 interval; and SB percent -nithin the 13 or over interval.
Two percent of the male respondents did not recall such oaperienco. It
is revealed that 2 percent of the female respondents recalled such e^ezd.*
ence within the 6 or under interval; 8 percent within the 7-8 interval;
13 percent within the 9-10 interval; 17 percent within the 11-12 interval;
57 percent within the 13 or over interval; and 3 percent recalled no such
experience.
TABLE 12
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINQ TO THEIR FIRST






6 or under 2 5 1 2
OO1 8 20 5 8
9-10 3 8 8 13
11-12 k 10 10 17
13 or over 22 55 3U 57
Never 1 2 2 3
Total !i0 100 60 100
Table 13 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents recalled
their first sexual experiment by touching scxaeone of the opposite sex
within the 6 or \mder age interval; lOi percent within the 7-8 interval;
13 percent within the 9-10 interval; 22 percent within the 11-12 inter¬
val; and 50 percent within the 13 or over interval. Two percent of the
female respondents recalled this experioice within the 6 or under inteiv
val; 5 percent within the 7-8 interval; 10 percent within the 9-10 in-
20
torval; 2^ percent within the 11-12 interval; and 58 percent within the 13
or over interval.
TABLE 13
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIMENT






6 or under 2 5 1 2
7-8 k 10 3 5
9-10 5 13 6 10
11-12 9 22 15 25
13 or over 20 50 35 58
Never 0 0 0 0
Total llD 100 60 100
Table lii reveals that 13 percent of the male re^ondents recalled
having their bodies sexually toudhed by someone of the same sex within the
6 or under age interval; 8 percent within the 7-8 interval; 2 percent
within the 9-10 interval; 5 percent within the 11-12 inteival; 20 percent
within the 13 or over Interval; and 52 percent recalled no such experience.
Table 12 also reveals that 2 percent of the female regjondents recalled
such experience aithin the 6 or under age interval; 8 percent Td.thin the
7-8 interval; 2h percent within the 9-10 interval; 28 percent within the
11-12 interval; 33 percent within the 13 or over interval; and 5 percent
recalled no such e^q^erience.
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TABLE lli
AGE DISTRIBUTIDN OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR FIRST
SEXUAL EXPERIENCE OF HAVING THEIR BODIES TOUCHED BY
SOMEONE OF THE SAME SEX
Age
Male Female
Ntmber Percent Number Percent
6 or under 5 13 1 2
7-8 3 8 5 8
9-10 1 2 lit 2h
11-12 2 5 17 28
13 or over 8 20 20 33
Never 21 $2 3 5
Total Uo 100 60 100
Table 1^ reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents had experi¬
enced the desire to touch the bocfy of someone of the opposite sex within
the 6 or under age interval; 10 percent within the 7-8 interval; 15 per¬
cent within the 9-10 interval; 30 percent within the 11-12 interval; and
UO percent within the 13 or over interval. All male respondents reported
to have experienced this desire. It is revealed that 2 percent of the
female respondents experienced such a desire within the 6 or under inter¬
val; 5 percent within the 7-8 interval; 12 percent within the 9-10 inter¬




AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS HAVING EXPERIENCED THE DESIRE






6 or imder 2 5 1 2
7-8 k 10 3 5
9-10 6 15 7 12
11-12 12 30 23 38
13 or over 16 Uo 26 U3
Never 0 0 0 0
Total hP 100 60 100
Table l6 reveals that only 8 percent of the male respondents had ex-
perienced the desire to have their bodies sexually touched by someone of
the same sex* Ninety-tTTo percent recalled no such desire. The 8 percent
idio recalled (experiencing such a desire did so within the 13 or over in-
terval. None of the female rei^ondents recalled experiencing such a
desire.
TABLE 16
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS DESIRING TO HAVE THEIR BODIES
SEXUALLY TOUCHED BY SOMEONE OF‘ THE SAME SEX
Mala Female
Age Number Percent Number Percent
6 or under 0 0 0 0
7-8 0 0 0 0
9-10 0 0 0 0
11-12 0 0 0 0
13 or over 3 8 0 0
Never 37 .92 60 100
Total ho 100 60 100
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Table 17 reveals that 3 percent of the male respondents had experi¬
enced the desire to have their bodies touched by someone of the opposite
sex uithin the 6 or under age interval; 8 percent uildiin the 7-8 interval;
22 percent uithin the 9-10 interval; 32 percent -within -the -wi-bhin the
llr-12 interval; and 3^ percent -wi-thin the 13 or over interval* All male
respondents had experienced this desire* Two percent of -the female re-
^ondents recalled -the desire -to have their bodies touched by someone of
the opposite sex -within -the 6 or under interval; 8 percent -within -the 7-8
interval; 23 percent within -the 9-10 interval; 29 percent Tii-thin -the 11-12
in-terval; and 33 percent -wi-thin -the 13 or o-ver in-terval* Five percent of
the females recalled no such desire*
TABLE 17
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TOO EXPERIENCED THE DESIRE TO HAVE THEIR






6 or under 1 3 1 2
7-8 3 8 5 8
9-10 9 22 lit 23
11-12 13 32 17 29
13 or over lit 35 20 33
Ne-ver 0 0 3. 5
Total iiO 100 60 100
The matter of the individual's sexual awakening has been considered
firom three points of -view: (a) the purely academic, as related -to the aware¬
ness of the reproductive process; (b) the pgychic, as related to -the eaeperi-
ence of sexual desire, and (c) the physical, as related -to overt tactile
2h
sexual behavior (not necessarily to orgasm). The interrelationships
among the academic, psychic and pl^sical aspects are demonstrated in cumxb^
lative table form. Also, heterosexual and homosexual boc^y contact and








Males 5 18 k$ 100
Females 2 15 50 100 -
Had experienced sexual desire
Males 5 13 23 55 100
Females 10 52 56 98 100 -
Had engaged in sexual experi¬
mentation
Males 25 33 h3 98 ( 2)
Females 2 10 23 ho 97 ( 3)
Had experienced sexually
touching the body of member
of the opposite sex, (by age)
Males 15 28 50 100
Females 2 10 3U 62 95 ( 5)
Had experienced body being
sexually touched by scaneone
of the same sex {by age)
Males 13 21 23 28 i;8 (52)
Females 2 10 3h 62 95 ( 5)
Had experienced being touched
by someone of the opposite
sex (by age)
Males 3 11 33 65 100
Females 2 7 19 57 100 ••





under 7-8 9-10 11-12
13 or
over Never
Had desire to touch someone
or same sex (by age)
Males 0 0 0 0 8 ( 92)
Females 0 0 0 0 0 (100)
Had desire to touch scmieone
of the opposite sex (by age)
Males 3 11 33 65 100
Females 3 10 33 62 95 ( 5)
Note: Numbers represent percentages.
Summarily it can be seen that the vast majority of the respondents
experienced the anrakening of sexuality on all three levels—academic, ph¬
obic, and physical by age 13, Seme UB percent of the males and BO per¬
cent of the females knew by age 12 about childbirth; some 100 percent of
both males and females were amre by age 13. Meanwhile, some BB percent
of the males and 98 percent of the females had experienced sexual desire
l:y age 12 and 100 percent of both groups had experienced sexual desire by
age 13. Finally, some k3 percent of the males and ijO percent of the fe¬
males had engaged in sexual experimentation by age 12 and 98 percent of
the males and 97 percent of the females had engaged in sexual e3q)erimenta-
tion by age 13. There wore 2 percent of the males and 3 percent cf the
females #io had not engaged in sexual experimentation.
It can be seen that 50 percent of the males and 62 peremt of the
females had experienced sexually touching the body of someone of -Uie
opposite sex by age 12, Although all females had experienced sexually
touching the body of someone of the ojjposite sex by age 13, only 95 per¬
cent recalled bbing sexually touched by someone of the opposite sex by
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that agej $ percent did not recall this ejqperience.
Twonigr-eight percent of the males had ejqperienced being sexually-
touched Igr someone of the same sex by age 12, and 62 percent of the fe¬
males had had -this same experience Igr the same age. Mean-while, U8 per¬
cent of -the males and 95 percent of -bhe females had experienced being
sexually touched by someone of -the same sex by age 13. It is re-vealed
that 52 percent of -fche males and 5 percent of the females had not been
sexually touched ly someone of the same sex.
Sixty-five percent of the male respondents and 57 percent of the fe¬
male respondents had -the desire -bo -touch someone of the opposi-te sex by
age 12. All males and females had experienced -this desire ly age 13.
Ei^t percent of the males had -the desire -bo -touch someone of the
same sex ly age 13 Tihereas 92 percent did not have this desire. None of
the female respondents reported to have expeid.enced this desire.
All male respondents and 95 percent of the female respondents had
experienced the desire -bo toudi someone of the opposi-te sex ly age 13.
Although 5 percent of the females had not experienced this desire and
5 percent expressed no desire -bo do this, it is peculiar that all fe¬
males recalled having been sexually -touched by someone of the opposi-te
sex.
According -bo Table 18, 10 percent of -the male respondents had ex-
peilenced the desire for coitus wi-bhin the 10 or under age interval; 20
percent m-thin -the;.LL-13 interval; and 38 percent iiithin the ll<(-l6 in-ber-
val, Thiriy-tno percent of the males had experienced this desire within
the 17-19 age in-berval and all male respondents recalled this desire b^
fore age 20, Among the female respondents, 3 percent experienced such
desire yd.thin -the 10 or under interval; 5 percent within the 11-13 in-
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tervalj 17 percent within the lijF-l6 into3rvalj 67 percent within the 17-19
interval} and 8 percent within the 20 or over internal• AH fanale re¬
spondents had experienced this desire.
TABLE 18
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS* FIRST EXPERIENCE OF DESIRE FOR COITUS
Age
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
10 or under u 10 2 3
11-13 8 20 3 5
lU - 16 15 38 10 17
17 - 19 13 32 1+0 67
20 or over 0 - 5 8
Never 0 0
Total Uo 100 60 100
Table 19 reveals that 8 percent of the male respondents entertained
coital fanta^ within the 10 or under interval; 13 percent within the
11-13 Interval; 37 percent id thin the llj^-lb interval; and k2 percent with¬
in the 17-19 interval. All male rependents recalled this e:q>erience
fore age 20. Among the female respondents, 3 percent recalled such ex¬
perience within the 10 or under interval; 17 percent within the 11-13 in¬
terval; 33 percent within the lit-lb interval; and hZ percent within the
17-19 interval. All female respondents recalled this experience before
age 20,
According to Table 20, 8 percent of the male respondents had engaged
in the mechanics of coitus mthin the 10 or under age interval; 20 percent
within the 11-13 interval; 37 percent within the li^-lb interval; and 35
28
percent ulthin the 17—19 interval. All male respondents recalled engag¬
ing in this behavior before age 20. It is revealed that 3 percent of
the female respondents recalled such e35)erience within iiie 10 or under
interval; 9 percent within the 11-13 interval; 33 percent within the
iJb^lS interval; and 55 percent within the 17-19 interval. All f«nale
respondents recalled engaging in this behavior before the age of 20.
TABLE 19
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ENTERTAINING COITAL FANTAST
Age
Male Female
Number Perc«it Number Percent
10 or under 3 8 2 3
11-13 5 13 10 17
m - 16 15 37 20 33
17 - 19 17 h2 25 U2
20 or over 0 — 3 5
Never 0 - 0 -
Total ^ 100 60 100
TABLE 20




Number Percent Number Percent
10 or under 3 8 2 3
11-13 8 20 5 9
lii - 16 15 37 20 33
17 - 19 lU 35 33 55
20 or over 0 .. 0 ..
Never 0 — 0 5"
Total 140 100 60 100
Coital desire^ coital fantasy, mechanics of coitus, and coitus to








Had experienced desire for
coitus (by age)
Males 10 30 68 100
Females 3 8 23 92 100
Had entertained coital
fantasy (by age)
Males 8 21 38 100
Females 3 20 33 93 100
Had experienced mechanics
of coitus (by age)
Males 8 28 63 100
Females 3 12 100
Had experienced coitus
to orgasm (by age)
Males 5 13 30 90 100
Fonales 2 12 32 U8 100
Note: Nmbers represent percentages.
Summarily it can be seen that 68 percent of the males and 2$ percent
of the females experienced coitus desire by age l6. It is revealed that
100 percent of the males and 92 percent of the females experienced coitus
desire by age 19* All males and females recalled this desire by age 20,
It is shown that 100 percent of the males and 9^ percent of the
females entertained coital fantasy by age 19. The remaining $ percent
of the females expeiuenced coital fantasy by age 20,
Sixty-five percent of the males and percent of the females e:q)eri-
enced the mechanics of coitus by age l6. All males and females had ex¬
perienced the mechanics of coitus by age 20,
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It is shown that 90 percent of the males and 1|8 percent of the fe¬
males experienced coitus to orgasm by age 19* All males and females ex¬
perienced coitus to orgasm by age 20*
According to Table 21, 5 percent of the male re^ndents recalled
their first con^^lete orgasm by any means within the 10 or ^mder age ii>-
tervalj 13 percent within the 11-13 interval; 1;8 percent within the Ii4.-l6
interval; 27 percent within the 17-19 interval; and 7 percent within the
20 or over interval. All male respondents recalled having experienced
complete orgasms by some means. Two peixent of the female respondents
recalled sTxch experience within the 10 or under interval; 5 percent with¬
in the 11-13 interval; 33 percent within the II4-I6 interval; 50 percent
within the 17-19 interval; and 10 percent within the 20 or over interval.
All fffimale respondents recalled such experience.
TABLE 21




Number Percent N^]mber Percent
10 or under 2 5 1 2
11-13 5 13 3 5
lU - 16 19 U8 20 33
H 1 11 27 30 50
20 or over 3 7 6 10
Never 0 0
Total Uo 100 60 100
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Table 22 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents experienced
first oi^asms b7 masturbation mthin the 10 or under age intervalj 25
percent iiithin the ll>-l6 intervalj and 50 percesnt within the 17-19 ii>-
terval. All male respondents recalled this experience before age 20*
It is revealed that 8 percent of the female respondents recalled idiis ex¬
perience within the lU-l6 age intervalj lit percent within the 17-19 inteiv
valj and none mthin the 20 or over interval* Sevonty-ei^t percent re¬
called no such behavior*
TABLE 22




ijumber Percent Nuinber Percent
10 or under 2 5 0 -
11-13 8 20 0
Hi - 16 10 25 5 8
17 - 19 20 5b 8 Hi
20 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 0 U7 78
Total h9. 100 60 100
According to Haveleck Ellis in his studies in the psychology of sex,
"Ninety-nine percent of all young men and women masturbate occasionally
while the 100th conceals the truth*
Table 23 reveals that 3 percent of the male respondents experienced
first orgasms through non-coital heterosexual body contact within the 10
Jankowski, op, cit.* p, 65,
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or under age intervalj 10 percent mthin the 11-13 interval; 27 percent
within the ll*-l6 interval; and 60 pei^ient within the 17-19 interval. All
male respondents recalled this experience before age 20, Two percent of
the finale re^ondents recalled this experience id.thin the 10 or tinder
age interval; 10 percent within the lL-13 interval; 33 percent within the
Ii4f-l6 interval; 5l percent within the 17-19 interval; 2 percent within the
20 or over interval; and another 2 percent never experienced such behavior.
TABLE 23
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR FIRST ORGASM THROUGH
NON-COITAl HETEROSEXUAL BODY CONTACT
Age
Male Female
Nuniber Percent Number Percent
10 or under 1 3 1 2
11-13 k 10 6 10
lU - 16 11 27 20 33
17 - 19 2h 60 31 5l
20 or over 0 - 1 2
Never 0 1 2
Total ho 100 60 100
Table 2h reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents achieved
oi^asms through homosexual boc^y contact within the 10 or under age inteiv
val; 10 percent within the 11-13 interval; $0 percent within the llif-l6
interval; iS percent within the 17-19 interval; and none within the 20
or over interval. There were 20 percent who never recalled such e^qperi-
ence. Two percent of the female respondents recalled such experience
within the 10 or under Interval; 12 percent within the 11-13 interval;
33
UO percent id.thin the llir-lS interval; 32 percent mthin the 17-19 inter¬
val; and none nittiin the 20 or over interval. Fourteen percent recalled
no such esqierienoe.
According to Kinsey, Paneroy, and Martin, "A Considerable portion of
the population, p)e3rhaps the major portion, has had at least some homosexual
experience between adolescency and old age.”^
TABLE 2h
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO ORGASMS EXPERIENCED
THROUGH HOMOSEXUAL BOOT CONTACT
Age
Male F«nale
Number Percent Number Percent
10 or under 2 5 1 2
11-13 k 10 7 12
LU - 16 20 5b 2h ho
17-19 6 15 20 32
20 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 8 20 8 lU
Total ho 100 60 100
Table 2$ reveals that 5 percent of the nale respondents first e^eri-
enced orgasms through coitus within the 10 or under age interval; 10 per¬
cent within the 11-13 interval; 35 percent lithin the lli-l6 interval; I4O
percent within the 17-19 interval; and 10 percent within the 20 or over
interval. Two percent of the female respondents recalled this experience
within the 10 or under interval; 10 percent mthin the 11-13 interval; 20
percent within the lij.-l6 interval; I6 percent within the 17-19 interval;
Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin, op. cit., p. 228.
3U
and $2 percent within the 20 or over interval. All female respondents
recalled having had this experience*
According to Kinse7i Po®eroy, and Martin, "Eighty-five percent of
all males and between 30 and ii.0 percent of all females have e:q)erienced
coitus to oi^asm by age 21*"^
TABLE 25




Number Percent Number Percent
10 or under 2 5 1 2
1 H k 10 6 10
111 - 16 lit 35 12 20
17 - 19 16 ItO 10 16
20 or over k 10 31 52
Never 0 0 ••
Total 14D 100 60 100
Table 26 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents first kissed
someone on the lips, excluding relatives, within the 10 or under age iit-
tervalj 15 percent within the 11-13 interval} 35 percent within the lU-l6
interval} and U5 percent within the 17-19 inte3rval* All male respondents
recalled this experience before age 20* It is revealed "ttiat 2 percent of
the female respondents recalled this experience within the 10 or under
interval} 7 percent mliiin the 11-13 interval} 33 percent to. thin the
ll>-l6 interval} 50 percent within the 17-19 interval} and 8 percent with-
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in the 20 or over interval. All females recalled having participated in
such behavior.
TABLE 26
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO TREIR FIRST E3[PERIENCE
OF KISSING SOIIBOHE ON IHE LIPS, EXCLUDING RELATIVES
Age
Male F«nale
Number Percent Number Percent
10 or voider 2 5 1 2
11-13 6 15 k 7
111 - 16 111 35 20 33
17 - 19 18 ii5 30 50
20 or over 0 •• 5 8
Never 0 0
Total liO 100 60 100
According to Table 27j none of the male respondents recalled having
kissed anyone continuously for l5 minutes or longer Tiithin the 10 or under
age interval, but 8 percent did recall this experience mthin the 11-13
intervalj 10 percent uLthin the li<)-l6 interval; 32 percent Tiithin the
17-19 interval; kS percent idthin the 20-22 interval; and 5 percent withp-
in the 23 or over interval. All male respondents recalled having had this
experience.’.iHoae Ofeths fwnale respondents recalled such experience Tiith.-
in the 10 or under interval, but 2 percent recalled this expeidence Ttithp-
in the 11-13 interval; 10 percent tdthin the II4P-I6 interval; k2 percent
■within the 17-19 interval; another h2 percent id. thin the 20-22 interval;
and U percent idthin the 23 or over interval. All female re^ondents re¬
called ha'ving such an experience.
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TABLE 27
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TOO HAVE KISSED SOMEONE CONTINUOUSLI
FOR MINUTES OR LONGER
Age
Male Female
Nunber Percent Number Percent
10 or under 0 - 0
11-13 3 8 1 2
111 - 16 k 10 6 10
17 - 19 13 32 25 il2
20 - 22 18 hS 25 1;2
23 or over 2 3
Never 0 «• 0
Total llO 100 60 100
It is revealed in Table 28 idiat none of the male re^ondents recalled
putting their tongue in someone * s mouth within the 10 or under intervalj
but 5 percent recalled such experience within the 11-13 interval; 20 per¬
cent within the II4F.I6 interval; 30 percent -jithin the 17-19 Interval; and
percent within the 20-22 interval. All male respondents recalled this
e:q)erience before age 23- None of the female respondents recalled this
experience witoin the 10 or under interval; but 12 percent recalled the
experience within the 11-13 interval; 17 percent within the II1.-I6 interval;
38 percent tithin the 17-19 interval; yi percwit within the 20-22 inter¬
val; and 3 percent within the 23 or over interval. All female respond¬
ents recalled having experienced this behavior.
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TABLE 28
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS HHO H&VE KISSED BI PUTTING THEIR
TONGUE IN SOMEONE‘S MOUTH
Age
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 2 5 7 12
lU - 16 8 20 10 17
17 - 19 12 30 23 38
20-22 18 kS 18 30
23 or over 0 - 2 3
Never 0 mm 0
Total ho 100 60 100




10 or 23 or
under 11-13 ll>-l6 17-19 20-22 over Never





Had kissed scmeone con¬
tinuously for 15 minutes




9 h2 92 100
8 18 50 75 100
2 12 5U 96 100





under rui3 Il4p.l6 17-19 20-22
23 or
over Never




Males 5 18 38 63 100
Females 0 12 29 67 21. 100
Note: Nimbers represent percentages.
It is shoTOi that SS percent of the males and h2 percent of the fe¬
males had kissed someone on the lips, excluding all relatives, by the age
of l6. All of the males recalled this experience by age 19, and 92 per¬
cent of the females by the same age. Meanwhile, 100 percent of the fe¬
males had experienced this behavior ly age 20.
Seventy-five percent of the males and 96 percent of the females had
kissed someone for l5 minutes or longer by age 22. All males aid females
recalled this experience by age 23.
It is revealed that 63 percent of the males and 67 percent of -the
females had put their tongue in someone else's mouth by age 19. It is
shoTOi that all males and 97 percent of the females had done this by age
22. All fanales recalled this experience by age 23.
It is shoTOi that most of the males had their kissing experiences
earlier than the females, but most of ihe females recalled greater parti¬
cipation during later years. There vnas a greater proportion of females
kissing l5 minutes or longer than males, but the number breaks even
around age 23. It is peculiar that a greater proportion of males had
put their tongue in someone else's mouth at earlier ages than the females.
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Table 29 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents had touched
the genitalia of someone else or permitted son»one to touch theirs within
the 10 or under age interval; 13 percent within the 11-13 interval; 20
percent within the Il<>-16 interval; 25 perdent vdthin the 17-19 interval;
and 37 percent within the 20-22 interval* All male respondents recalled
this experience before age 23» It is revealed that 2 percent of the fe¬
male respondents recalled this experience within idle 10 or under age in¬
terval; 8 percent within the 11-13 interval; i|.9 percent within the lljf-l6
interval; 33 percent id.thin the 17-19 interval; and 8 percent within the
20-22 interval. All female re^ondents recalled this eiperience before
age 23.
TABLE 29
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS HAVING FIRST TOUCHED THE GENITALIA






10 or under 2 5 1 2
11-13 5 13 5 8
Hi - 16 8 20 29 1*9
17 - 19 10 25 20 33
20-22 15 37 5 8
23 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 0 0
Total ho 100 60 100
According to Table 30, none of the male respondents recalled having
brought someone of the opposite sex to orgasm by genital fondling within
Uo
the 10 or tinder age interval} but 5 percent recalled this e:q3erience -with¬
in the 11-13 interyal} 12 percent -within -the ll|p-l6 interval} 28 percent
-vrithin the 17-19 in-berval} 25 percent within the 20-22 inter-val} and 30
percent within -the 23 or o-ver in-berval. None of the female respondents
experienced -tiiis beha-vior within the 10 or under interval or -ttie lL-13
in-ber-val} but 9 percent recalled this experience -within the lij?-l6 in-berval}
33 percent -within -the 17-19 interval} 5t) percent -within the 20-22 in-berval}
and 8 percent -within the 23 or over interval.
TABLE 30
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS HAVING BROUCHT SOMEONE OF THE
OPPOSITE SEX TO ORGASM BY GENITAL FONDLING
Age
kale Female
Nmber Percent Number Percent
10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 2 5 0 -
lli - 16 5 12 5 9
H 1 11 28 20 33
20-22 10 25 30 50
23 or over 12 30 5 8
Never 0 mm 0 mm
Total ko 100 60 100
Table 31 reveals that none of -the male respondents recalled having
brought someone of -the same sex -to orgasm by geni-tal fondling -within -the
10 or under age in-terval} but 5 percent recalled this experience vri-thin
the 11-13 interval} 13 percent -vdthin the li<p-l6 interval} and none -with¬
in the intervals ranging fran 17 to 23 or o-ver. Meanwhile, 82 percent
never recalled any such experience. None of the female respondents re¬
called such experience Tdthin the 10 or Tinder interval; but 17 percent
recalled such experience Yrithin the IH3 interval; 25 percent idtMn
the llv-l6 intelrval; and, again, none for the intervals ranging from 17
to 23 or over. It is shown that 58 percent recalled no such experience#
TABI£ 31
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS HAVING BROUGHT SOMEONE OF THE SAME SEX






10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 2 5 10 17
11+ - 16 5 13 15 25
17 - 19 0 - 0 -
20-22 0 - 0 -
23 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 33 82 35 .
Total llO 100 60 100
Table 32 reveals that none of the male respondents recalled having
been brought tb orgasm through genital fondling by someone of the seme
sex within the 10 or under age interval; but 8 percent recalled such ex¬
perience within the 11^13 inteival and 92 percent never recalled this ex¬
perience# Only 13 percent of the female respondents reported to have had
this exjTeilence within the H-13 interval -rtiereas no esqjerience was re¬
called within either the 10 or imder interval or the intervals ranging from
lit to 23 or over, it is revealed that 87 percent of -toe female respondents
never recalled any such experience.
TABUE 32
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BROUGHT TO ORGASI THROUGH GENITAL






10 or under ' 0 0 0 -
11-13 3 8 8 13
lit - 16 0 - 0 -
17 - 19 0 - 0 -
20-22 0 - 0 -
23 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 37 92 52 87
Total liO 100 60 100
According to Table 33* none of the male respondents recalled having
been brought to orgasm throu^ genital fondling by someone of the opposite
sex mthin the 10 or under age interval; but 5 percent re<Salled this ex¬
perience 7»ithin the 11-13 interval; 13 percent within the lU-l6 interval;
hB percent id thin the 17-19 interval; 25 percent within the 20^22 interval
and 12 percent within the 23 or over interval. Although none of the fe¬
male respondents recalled this experience within the 10 or under age irv-
terval, 10 percent recalled it within •Uie 11-13 interval; 17 percent
within the lU-l6 interval; 23 percent within the 17-19 interval; hZ peiv.
cent within the 20-22 interval and 8 perc«it within tiae 23 or over inter¬
val.
Table 3l| reveals that 8 percent of the male respondents recalled ex¬
periencing orgasm through contact with a nonp-human animal within the lL-13
U3
age interval. There was no such behavior reported as occiirring among
male respondents -within the remaining intervals. It is revealed that
none of -the female respondents recalled such experience.
TABLE 33
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BROUGHT TO ORGASM THROUGH GENITAL
FONDLING BY SOMEONE OF THE OPPOSITE SEX
Male Female
Age Ifumber Percent Number Percent
10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 2 3 6 10
lii - 16 3 13 10 17
17 - 19 18 lU 23
20-22 10 25 25 U2
23 or over 3 12 5 8
Never 0 • 0 ..
Total Uo 100 60 100
TABLE 3h
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ?IHO HAVE EXPERIENCED ORGASM THROUGH






10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 3 8 0 tm
lU - 16 0 - 0 -
17 - 19 0 - 0 -
20-22 0 0
23 or over 0 — 0
Never
- - 37 92 60 100
Total liO 100 60 100




10 or 23 or Nev-
under 11-13 llt^l6 17-19 20-22 over er
Had touched the genitalia
of someone else or per¬
mitted theirs to be
touched (by age)
Males 18 38 63 100
Females 2 10 59 91 100
Had brought someone of
the opposite sex to
orgasm by genital
fondling (by age)
Males 0 5 17 1;5 70 100
Females 0 0 9 h2 92 100
Had brought someone of the
same sex to orgasm by
genital fondling (by age)
Males 0 18 0 0 0 (82)
Fmales 0 17 k2 0 0 0 (58)
Had been brought to orgasm
by someone of same sex
through genital fondling
(by age)
Males 0 8 0 0 0 0 (92)
Females 0 13 0 0 0 0 (87)
Had been brought to orgasm
by someone of opposite
sex through genital
fondling (^by age)
Males 0 5 18 63 88 100
Females 0 10 27 50 92 100
Note: Numbers represent percentages
Sirariarily it is shown that $ percent of liie males and 2 percent of
the fanales had touched the genitalia of someone else or peimitted theirs
to be touched by age 10. Eighteen percent of the males and 10 percent of
the females had ejqperienced this behavior by age 13. Thirty-eight percent
of the iBaleS and 59 percent of the females recalled liiis e^erience ty age
l6. Meanwhile, 63 percent of the males and 91 percent of the females re¬
called this experience by age 19. All respondents had engaged in this
behavior by age 22.
Only a small percentage of the female respondents had engaged in this
behavior during early adole«cency ishereas more of the males had. However,
by the middle and late teens, the proportion of females having engaged in
this behavior outnumber the males, but both male and female respondents
had all engaged in this behavior by age 22.
Neither male nor female respondents experienced bringing anyone of
the opposite sex to orgasm prior to age 11. There were 5 percent of the
males ttio brought members of the opposite sex to orgasm by age 13> but
none of the females had this experience ty this age. By age I6, 17 per¬
cent of the males and 9 percent of the females had brought someone of
■tile opposite sex to orgasm by genital fondling. Forty-five percwit of
the males and hZ percent of the females had had this eaperience by age
19, and 70 percent of the males and 92 percent of the females had had
this experience by age 22. All respondents had experienced this behavior
by age 23*
Again, it is diosm that females were oriented to these behaviors
later than males, but the behavior increased with the age progression
of the females
Five percent of the males and 17 percent of the females had brought
someone of the same sex to orgasm by genital fondling by age IS^aaid lA^peiv
cent and k2 percent, respectively, by age l6* It is revealed that a
greater portion of the females confined this behavior to their oun sex*
Five percent of the males and 10 percent of the females were brought
to orgasm by someone of the opposite sex by age 13j 18 percent of the
males and 27 percent of the females had experienced this behavior by age
16, Sixty-three percent of the males aid ^ percent of the females had
experienced this behavior by age 19* It is shomi that 88 percent of the
males and 92 percent of the females had experienced such behavior by age
22* All males and females had experienced such behavior by age 23*
Table 35 reveals that 5 percent of the male respondents had experi¬
enced first premarital coitus mthin the 10 or under age interval} 20
percent -within the 11-13 interval} 25 percent within the liji-l6 in-fcerval}
and 50 percent within the 17-19 interval* All male respondents recalled
participation in this behavior before age 20. Five percent of the female
respondents recalled this experience within the 10 or under interval} 12
percent -within the 11-13 interval} 25 percent wi-thin -the liif-lO interval}
30 percent -within the 17-19 interval} and 28 percent within -the 20-22
interval. All female respondents recalled this experience before age 23*
According to Ehrmann, "Female sexual expression is primarily and pro¬
foundly related to being in lo-ve andgoing steaty.*** Male sexuality is
more indirectly and less exclusively cassociated with romanticism and in?-
timate relationships*"^
%irkendall, op* cit*, p* 156,
It?
TABLE 3$







10 or under 2 5 3 5
n - 13 8 20 7 12
lit - 16 10 25 15 25
17 - 19 20 50 18 30
20 - 22 0 - 17 28
23 or over 0 - 0 -
Never 0 0
Total liO 100 60 100
CHAPTER IV
DATING, COURTSHIP, AND GOING STEADY
Within O'Ur society, the general pattern of expectation relative 'to
youth is that by the time they reach their early adolescence or later
adolescent state, more heterosexual interest is fostered betireen both
sexes*
To be more specific, it is expected that by this period a more gen¬
uine interest in the opposite sex should cause a break in the primary re¬
lationships heretofore es'bablished 7?ith parents and peers of -the same sex.
This break is generally characterized ty informal or formal heterosexual
gatherings for the ptupose of exploration of ■the opposite sex. This usual^
ly results in a heterosexual relationship betyreen two people known as
dating which, in turn, may eventuate into a comrtship. If the two former
s-bages are successful, a pattern of going steac^y may develop.
According to Ehrmann, "Both dating and petting are new types of be-
ha'vior which have come into existence as prodxicts of the current sexual
1
revolution. They are, for better or -WDrse, 'new inventions.'"
This chap'ber reveals some characteristics of the students of this
sample relative to their behavioral patterns in -the dating, courtship,
and going steac^ process.
Table 36 reveals that none of the male or female respondents went
steady within the 10 or under interval or the 11-13 interval; but 13
^Ehrmann, op. clti, p. 3«
percent of the male respondents within the Ii4f-l6 intei*val recalled such
activity; 20 percent within the 17-19 interval; 50 percent within the
20-22 Interval; and 17 percent within the 23 or over interval. It is re¬
vealed that 3 percent of the female respondents recalled this e^qperience
within the 11-13 interval althou^ none recalled such experience within
the 10 or under interval. Twenty-five percent recalled this activity
within the Ul4i-l6 interval; 33 percent within the 17-19 Interval; 36 pejv
cent within the 20-22 interval; and 3 percent within the 23 or over in¬
terval.
TABLE 36







10 or under 0 - 0 -
11-13 0 - 2 3
111 - 16 13 15 25
17 - 19 8 20 20 33
20 - 22 20 50 21 36
23 or over 7 17 2 3
Never 0 0 a.
Total Uo 100 60 100
According to Table 37, all respondents' mothers (100 percent) were
aware of their going steady.
Table 38 reveals that all respondents' fathers (100 percent) were
aware of their going steady.
TABLE 37
DISTRIBUTION OF MOTHERS* AWARENESS OF RESPONDENTS' GOIigG STEADY
kale Female






ko 100 60 100
Total ko 100 60 100
TABLE 38
DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS' AWARENESS OF RESPONDENTS ' GOING STEADY
Male Female






ho 100 60 100
Total ho 100 60 100
According %o Table 39, 63 percent of the male respondents' mothers
approved to their going steady iriiereas 37 percent disapproved. Ninety-
tTK) percent of the female re^ondents' mothers approved of their going
steady Trtiile 8 percent did not approve^.,
TABLE 39
DISTRIBUTION OF MOTHERS' APPROVAL OF RESPONDENTS' GOING STEADY
Male Female
Mothers' Approval Number Percent Number Peixent
Yes 25 63 55 92
No 15 31 5 8
Total IjO 100 60 100
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Table iiO reveals that 8? percent of the male respondents* fathers
approved of their going steac^ whereas 13 percent disapproved. It is re¬
vealed that 88 percent of the female respondents* fathers approved irtiereas
12 percent disapproved,
TABLE UO
DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS* APPROVAL OF RESPONDENTS* GOING STEADY
Male Female
Fathers* Approval Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 35 87 53 88
No 5 13 7 12
Total 1*0 100 60 100
According to Table 1*1, none of the male respondents' mothers dis-
couraged their going steady. It is revealed that 92 percent of the fe¬
male respondents* mothers discouraged their going steady Thereas 8 per¬
cent did not*
TABLE ia
DISTRIBUTION OF MOTHERS* ATTEMPTING TO DISCOURAGE RESPONDENTS* GOING STEADY
Male Female
Attempting Mothers « Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 0 5 8
No 1*0 100 55 92
Total 1*0 100 60 100
Table 1*2 reveals that 13 percent of the male respondents* fathers
discoviraged their going steady whereas 8? percent did not. It is revealed
that 12 percent of the female respondents* fathers made no attaapt to dis¬
courage their going steady irfiereas 88 percent did*
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TABLE k2
DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS ATT0IPTING TO DISCOURAGE RESPONDENTS' GOING STEADY
Male Female
Attempting Fathers Number Percent Nui±)er Percent
Yes 5 13 7 12
No .3.5 87 53 88
Total ho 100 60 100
Table h3 reveals that $ percent of the male respondents had not gone
steady ndth anyone betiroen the first and present time. There wer$ no
male respondents having gone steady iwith I-I4. persons -nhereas 65 percent
had gone steady ?dth 5-10 persons and 30 percent iiith 11-20 persons. None
of the male respondents had gone steady "with 21 or more persons. It is
revealed that all ffflnale respondents had gone steady. Thirty-three peiv
cent had gone steady ^th l-U persons between the first and present time;
59 percent had gone steady wildi ^10 persons during this time; 8 percent
with 11-20 persons during this timej and no female respondents had gone
steaty mth 21 or more persons.
TABLE U3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF STEADIES RESPONDENTS HAD BETWEEN
FIRST AND PRESENT TIME
Number of Steadies
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
None 2 5 0 -
1 - it 0 - 20 33
5-10 26 65 35 59
11-20 12 30 5 8
21 or more 0 • 0
Total ItO 100 60 100
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Table UU reveals that all male respondents had experienced coitus
•with -their steadies. Fifty percent had coitus wi-bh 1-iij hS percent -Hl-th
5-lOj 5 percent nd.-bh 11-20; and none -with 21 or more of their steadies.
Five percent of -the female respondents had experienced coitus -with lL-20
of -their steadies -jtoile 92 percentrrecailled this experience wi-bh 3^1; per¬
sons; and 3 percent recalled it Td-th ^10 persons,
TABLE 111*




Nuntoer Percent Number Percent
None 0 - 0 -
1 - U 20 50 55 92
5-10 18 U5 2 3
11-20 2 5 8 5
21 or more 0 0
Total liO 100 60 100
According -bo Table 25 percent of the male respondents listed
none as the number of steadies, other than coitus steadies, with whom
they had experienced orgasms. There were 70 percent recalling this ex¬
perience -vdth L-I+ persons and 5 percent with ^10 persons. None recalled
this experimce wi-th more -than 10 persons. Meamiiile, 97 peixjent of the
females listed none as the number of steadies, other than coitus s-beadies,
•with -whom they had experienced orgasms. There -were 3 percent -viio listed
1-U persons.
TABLE 1*5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF STEADIES, OTHER THAN COITUS STEADIES, mTH
YfHOM RESPONDENTS EXPERIENCED ORGASMS
Number of Steadies
kale Female
Number Percent Number Percwit
None 10 25 58 97
1 - U 28 70 2 3
5-10 2 0 -
11-20 0 - 0 -
21 or more 0 0 mm
Total i*0 100 60 100
Table 1*6 reveals that 50 percent of the male rei^ondents had experi¬
enced coitus mth 1-1* persons Turing a single yearj 1*5 percent, ^10 per-
sonsj and 5 percent, 11-20 persons. None of the male respondents had
such e:q>erience -with 21 or more persons. Five percent of the female re¬
spondents listed none as the highest number of persons Yiith uhom they
experienced coitus diring a single yearj 92 percent listed 1-1* persons;
and 3 percent listed 5-10 persons. None of the females recalled this
experience Tilth more than 10 perscais in a single year.
According to Table 1*7, 95 percent of the males listed none as the
number of years in viaich they had engaged in coitus to orgasm -with 11 or
more persons and 5 percent listed one year as the highest number of years
they had engaged in this behavior -with U or more persons. None of the
females recalled this experience to this extent.
TABLE U6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH WHOM RESPONDENTS
EXPERIENCED COITUS DURDW A SINGLE YEAR
Nximber of Persona
Male Female
Number Percent Number Percent
None 0 - 3 5
H 1 20 50 55 92
^ - 10 18 2 3
11-20 2 5 0 -
21 or more 0 0 m
Total liO 100 60 100
TABLE h7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS RESPONDENTS ENGAGED IN COITUS
TO ORGASM WITH ELEVEN OR MORE PERSONS
Years
Male Femallie
Number Percent Number Percent
None 38 95 60 100
One 2 5 0 -
Ttk) - Eleven or more 0 0
Total iiO 100 60 100




None 1— ^10 11-20 21 or more
Number of steadies between
first and present time
Males 5 0 70 (30)
Fanales 0 33 92 ( 8)
Number of steadies with vdiom
coitus occurred
Males 0 50 95 ( 5)
Females 5 97 100
Steadies other than coitus
steac^ Twith whom orgasm
was experienced
Males 25 95 ( 5)
Females 97 100
Highest number of persons with
Tdiom coitus had occurred
during a single year
Males 0 50 95 ( 5)
Females 5 97 100
Note: Numbers represent percentages.
Five percent of the males and all the females had had steadies between
the first and present time. None of the males, but 33 percent of the fe¬
males had Ip-li steadies during the tiraej 70 percent of the males and 92
percent of the females had 5-10 steadies between the first and present;
and 30 percent and 8 percent, respectively, had from 11-20 steadies
between the first and present.
It is revealed that all the males and females experienced coitus
vdth of their steadies.
It is odd that 25 percent of the males answered none as the number
of steadies other than coitus steadies with whom coitus to orgasm was ex-
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peiaenced •while 95 percent of the males had had this relationship •?»ith
1-1; of -their steadies. The only justification that the -writer can give
for -the male respondents* responses is that perhaps there was no coitiis
relations -with s-teadies other than coitus steadies. This is only an
assumption.
Nine-ly-five percent of -the males and 100 percent of -the females ex¬
perienced coitus -to orgasm -with steadies other -than coitus steadies.
Only $ percent of the males had this experience Yri-bh 5-10 steadies other
than coitus steadies.
Five perceit of the female respondents listed none as the highest
number of persons -with -v-iiom coitus had occurred during a single year.
It is revealed -that 50 percent of -the males and 97 percent of the females
experienced coitus with 1-1; persons during a single year. Ninety-five
percent of the males and 100 percent of -the females experienced coitus
with ^10 persons during a single yeiu’. Only $ percent of the males had
coitus -with 11-20 persons as a year's high for a single year. It is sig¬
nificant to note that the female participation in coitus excelled that of
the males -within the various intervals.
CHAPTER V
PREGNANCY
Regardless of the rigidity of the social sanctions, mores, taboos,
or pjrevalent religious codes relative to moral restraint, there are
alinays those iriiose behavior is contrary to the norm. Society is in a
constant state of transition—■■vri.thin this transition, old ideas, values,
and behavior give ■nay ■bo new ones. As the former are replaced by the
new; behavior tends to coincide.
With the ever increasing sexual freedom afforded youth as a result
of ■the so-called sexual re^volution, many a circumstance can get out of
hand, and result in consequences to the youth's regret, Premari^bal
pregnancy is a case in point. Both male auid female have often faQ.len
victims of this most unfortunate circumstance and have had the burden of
responsibili^ty thrust upon them before they were prepared ■bo cope ni'bh
such a situation.
According ■to Table i|.8, 1^ percent of the male respondents believed
they had caused illegitimate pregnancy once and 8 percent, twice. The
remaining 77 percent had no such belief.
Table U9 reveals that 13 percent of the male respondents had been
found guilty in coiirt of siring an illegitimate child idiereas 87 percent
had not; that none of the male respondents had made abortion airangements
for females believed ■bo be pregnant by them; and that 8 percent had





DISTRIBUTION C3F MALE RESPONDENTS BELIEVING THET HAVE CAUSED
ILLEGITIMATE PREGNANCY










DISTRIBUTION OF MALE RESPONDENTS FOUND GUILTY IN COURT OF SIRING AN
ILLEGITIMATE CHIID, WHO HAVE MADE ABORTION ARRANGEMENT FOR
FEMALES BELIEVED TO BE PRECSIANT BY THEM, AND/OR WHO HAVE








Response Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 5 13 0 - 3 8
No 35 87 liO 100 37 92
Total 100 I4O 100 i40 100
According to Table 50, 5 percent of the female respondents became
pregnant one time out of ifedlockj 2 percent, twice; and the remaining 93
percent never had this experience* Table ^ reveals that 3 percent of
the female respondents had an illegitimate child whereas 97 percent did
not and that none of the femaile respondents ever submitted to abortion*
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TABIE 50
DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE RESPONDENTS HffiO BECAME PREGNANT OUT OF lEDIOCK,









Number Percent Nimber Percent Number Percwit
One 3 5 2 3 0 -
Two 1 2 0 - 0 -
Three 0 - 0 - 0 -
Four or more 0 - 0 mm 0 -
Never 93 58 97 60 100
Total 60 100 60 100 60 100
Table reveals that only 3 percent of the female respondents threat¬
ened legal action against suspected cause of illegitimate pregnancy. The
remaining 97 percent never resoi*ted to this action.
TABLE 5l
DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE RESPONDENTS WH) THREATENED LEGAL ACTION AGAINST










With a break in the overfall moral pattern in our society, sexual
patterns of deviancy have sought to gain a place of acceptance idthin
society. Deviants, like all other interest groups, have expressed the
desire to be understood and accepted* Youth idio have tendencies leaning
to-ward deviancy, or youth idio are already exercising deviancy, are cer¬
tainly influenced by the philosophies and ideals held by the devisuit ele¬
ments.
This chapter deals Td-th the extent to niiich the respondents have been
involved in deviant behavior.
Table ^1 reveals that 13 percent of the male respondents have parti¬
cipated in fellatio, tdiereas 8? percent have notj that none have partici¬
pated in cunnilingusj and that 8 percent have participated in sodomy
vdiereas 92 percent have not.
Table 52 reveals that only 8 percent of the maie respondents actaitted
being homosexual vdiereas 92 percent did not.
Table 53> page 63, reveals that 3 percent of the female re^ondents
participated in fellatio nhereas the rwnaining 97 percent did notj that
2 percent of the females participated in cunnilingus ytheresiS the remain¬
ing 98 percent did notj and that 5 percent of the female respondents










Number Percent NTnaber Percent Number Percent
10 or iinder 0 - 0 - 0 -
n - 13 0 - 0 - 0 -
111 - 16 0 - 0 - 0 -
17 - 19 13 0 - 0 -
20 - 22 0 - 0 - 3 8
23 04 0 0 - 0 - 0 -
Never
.. 35 87 liO 100 37 92
Total llO 100 IjO 100 liO 100
TABLE 53











AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEMAIE RESPONDENTS HAVING PARTICIPATED IN FELIATIO,






Number Perdant Htmber Percent :Ntufoer Percent
10 or under 0 - 0 - 0 -
11 - 13 2 3 0 - 0 -
lil - 16 0 - 0 - 0 -
17 - 19 0 - 0 - 0 -
20 - 22 0 - 1 2 3 3
23 or over 0 - 0 - 0 -
Never CD
. .97 39 98 37 93
Total 6o 100 6o 100 6o 100
TABLE 55








Age«—The median age of the male respondents in this study tvas 22*12
and for the females, 21*93*
Employment*—A small proportion of the male and fanale respondents
■were ei'bher employed full or part-time*
All the respondents' fathers ■were employed and a small percen'bage of
■the mothers had jobs. For the most part, ■the larger proportion of the
fathers ■were employed as unskilled workers ■whereas, among the employed
mo^thers, was a greater proportion of professional ifrorkers.
Education .—The greater number of respondents were in their sophomore
or junior year of college* Nearly aU the respondents' parents had, at
least, a high sdiool education and, in some cases, had completed college*
Income*—The greater number of respondents' parents had anniial in^
comes that fell within the ^2,^0 - ^^li,999 salary interval. Three perv
cent had incomes that fell within ■the $5^000 - #7jU99 interval and 1 per¬
cent had an income that fell ■wi^fchin the $7^500 - $9*999 salary interval*
Marital s^batus *—Nearly all the respondents were single, but most of
them ■were going s^beady*
Religion*—The greater number (75 percent) of the respondents belonged
■fco the Protes^bant fai^th—20 percent ■were Ca^tholic*





The findings in this study are similar to those of Yankowski in
that 100 percent of both the male and female subjects had learned the
facts of childbitth by age 13j 100 percent of both groups had experi¬
enced, sexual desire by age 13; a large percentage of both groups, 98 peiv
cent and 92 percent, respectively (in this stu^y) and 99.5 percent and
99»5 percent, respectively (in Yankowski’s study), had engaged in sexual
experimentat ion by age 13.
In this stuc^y, 100 percent of the males had entertained coital
fantasy by age 19 and 100 percent of the females Ijy age 20. In Yankowski *s
stu<^, 100 percent of the males and 99 percent of the females had had this
experience by age 20.
In this stu<^, 100 percent of both males and females had experienced
the mechanics of coitus by age 20, In Yankowski’s stuc^, 97 percent of
the males and only 63 percent of the females had had this experience by
age 20.
In this study, 100 percent of both males and females had experienced
coitus to orgasm by age 20. In Yankowski's study, 96 percent and h2 per¬
cent, respectively, had had this experience by age 20.
In this stxidy, 100 percent of both males and females had gone stea(fy
at sometime during their lives whereas 96 percent and 98 percent, respect¬
ively, of Yankowski*s subjects had had this experience.
In this study, 63 percent of the males* mothers fmd 92;:perceht of the
females' mothers approved of their going steady. In Yankowski*s study, 82
percent of the males' mothers and 89,5 percent of the females* mothers
approved of their going steady.
In this study, 8? perdent of the males' fathers and 88 percent of
the females' fathers approved of their going steady, In Yankowski's
I-Yankowski, loc, cit.
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study, 95 percent of ttie males' fathers and 92 percent of the females'
fathers approved of their going steac^jr.
In this stuctT", 30 percent of the males and 8 percent of the females
had gone steady with 20 persons. In Yankowski's stuc^y, 20.5 percaat of
the males and 28 percent of the females had this same extensive experi¬
ence.
In this stu<^y, 5 percent of the males and 5 percent of the females
had experienced coitus vuith more than half of their steadies. In Yan¬
kowski's study, 67«5 percent of the males and 62 percent of the females
had this experience.
In this study, 13 percent of the males were foimd guilly of siring
an illegitimate child and l5 percent believed they had caused one illegi¬
timate pregnancy. In Yankowski's studty# 8I4. percent of the males believed
they had caused one illegitimate pregnancy and 9 percent were found guilty
of siring an illegitimate child.
In this stuc^, none of the males arranged for an abortion for girls
believed to be pregnant by them whereas in the Yankowski stu(^y, 37 percent
airranged for abortions.
In this study, 8 percent of the males caused pregnancqr and refused
to do anything about it whereas 5l percent of the males in Yankowski's
study did likewise.
In "tiiis study, 13 percent of the males reported to have been involved
in fellatio Tdiereas 8? percent in the Yankowski stuc^ reported this irv-
volvement.
In this study, only 8 percent of the males reported to have partici¬
pated in sodomy whereas 3 percent reported such in Yankowski's study.
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In this stu^y, only 8 percent of the males admitted being homosexual
Trtiereas 3 percent admitted to be in Yankowski's stu(^.
In this study, $ percent of the females admitted having been pregnant
out of Tiredlock once and 2 percent twice. In Yankowski's study, 1,9 pe3>-
cent admitted this occurrence once and 1,1 percent twice.
In this study, 3 percent of the females had had an illegitimate
child. In Yankowski's study, 6l percent had had this e:q>erience.
In this study, none of the females submitted to abortion i^iereas 32
percent had done so in the Yankowski study.
In this study, 3 percent of the females had threatened legal action
against suspected cause of illegitimate pregnanqy liiereas 92 percent had
in the Yankowski stu^y.
In this study, 3 percent of the females reported to have participated
in fellatio idiereas 27 percent admitted this experience in the Yankowski
study.
In this study, 2 percent of the females admitted heterosexual cunniU-
lingus #iereas 22 percent admitted this experience in the Yankowski study.
In this study, none of the females admitted being lesbian whereas
U percent in the Yankowski study did.
Conclusion,—^The re^ondents of this stu(^ revealed a pattern of
sexual behavior that is somewhat consistent with the norm. It has been
revealed that most of them believed in a sexual freedom in their preaarital
association, reHative to that which has for a long time been restricted to
the bonds of matrimony.
Their belief in sexual freedom is quite evident by virtue of the
fact that most of them have experienced a great proportion of early parti¬
cipation in such behavior considered by the moral society as taboo for the
unmarried segment of society.
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It has been revealed that "Uie majority of this stuty has fully par¬
ticipated in the dimensions of premarital sexual behavior as set 15) for
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AH information recorded in this questionnaire mil be kept strictly
confidential.
(ALL RESPONDENTS)1,Sex: Male Female Age
City, State and Country of Birth ______________
Date of Birth Citizenship
Occupation other than student
0cct5)ation of Father
0cci:5)ation of Mother ±i she works
2. Highest number of years of formal education completed (circle):
Elementary: 123U5678
High School: i:.2 3 U
College: 1 2 3 U
Highest number of years of formal education father conqileted:
Elementary: 123U5678
High School: 1 2 3 U
College: 1 2 3 U
Highest number of years of formal education mother completed:
Elementary: 123^^67 8
High School: 1 2 3 U
College: 1 2 3 it
3. Annual salary range of parents: $2,^00 - $it,999 ______ $^>000 - i7,i499
7,^ - 9,999 over 10,000 ;
li. Marital Status (circle); a. Married to first spousej b. Legally
separated from first spousej c. Divorced from first spousej d.
WidoTOd frcan first spousej e. Never married, but engaged to be raarriedj
f. Never married, but going steac^j g. Never married and presently
unattachedj h. Never married and never attached
5. Religious affiliation by faith or denomination: (circle):
a. Protestant j b, Catholicj c. Jemshj d. Other
(Specify) t e. None
6, Age at vhich facts of childbirth were learned: a. 6 or underj
b, 7-8j c, 9-10j d. 11-12j e, 13 or over
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7» Fis3m ■whom -ms the above information learned? a* Mother b. Father
c. Other adult relative (SpecifJ^) j d. Pastor or
other religious leaderj e. School teacherj f» Other adult non-
relative (Specify) 5 g. Sibling} h. Non-sibling
peer (Specify) j i. Impersonal means (Specify)
8* Age at Tidiich first experienced heterosexual desire: a. 6 or under}
b. 7-8} c, 9-10} d. 11-12} e, 13 or over; f. never
9» Age of first esqjeriraent idth own bocjy: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8}
c. 9-10} d, llr-12} e. 13 or over} f. never
10. Age at T^ich first experimented sexually touching the boc^ of someone
of the opposite sex: a, 6 or under} b, 7-8} c, 9-10} d. 11-12}
e. 13 or over} f, never
11. Age at ^lich first experimented sexually touching the body of someone
of the same sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8} c. 9-10} d, 11-12}
e. 13 or over} f, never
12. Age at which first experimented having own boc^ sexually touched by
someone of the opposite sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8} c, 9-10}
d. 11-12} e. 13 or over} f, never
13. Age at which first e3q)erimented having own body sexually touched by
someone of the opposite sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8} c. 9-10}
d, 11-12} e. 13 or over} f, never
lij.. Age at which first experienced desire to touch sexually the body of
someone of the opposite sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8} c, 9-10}
d, 11-12} e. 13 or over} f, never
l5* Age at which first experienced desire to touch sexually the body of
someone of the same sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8} c, 9-10}
d, 11-12} e, 13 or over} f. never
16. Age at which first experienced desire to have own bo(^ touched sexu¬
ally by someone of the opposite sex: a. 6 or under} b, 7-8}
c. 9-10; d. 11-12} e. 13 or over f, never
17. Age at udiich first experienced desire to have own body touched by
someone of the same sex: a. 6 or xmder b, 7-8} c, 9-10}
d, 11-12} e. 13 or over} f, never
18. Age at yiiich first experienced desire for coitus: a. 10 or under}
b. 11-13} c. lJb-l6} d. 17-19} e* 20 or over} f. never
19. Age at which first entertained coital fantasy: a. 10 or under}
b. 11—13} c, lU-l6} d, 17-19} e. 20 or over} f. never
20. Age at idiich first engaged in mechanics of coitus (not necessarily
to orgasm): a. 10 or under} b, 11-13} c. li:r-l6} d, 17-19}
o, 20 or over} f. never
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21. Age of first full and complete orgasm by any means: a. 10 or under
b. ll-13j c. Ii*-l6; d. 17-19; o. 20 or over; f. never
22. Age of first orgasm by masturbation: a. 10 or xinder; b, 11-13;
c. lU-l6; d. 17-19; e« 20 or over; f. never
23. Age of first orgasm throvigh non-coital heterosexual boc^ contact:
a, 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, ll|-l6j d. 17-19 ©• 20 or over;
f, never
2h» Age of first orgasm throTigh homosexual body contact: a. 10 or under;
b, llf-13; c. Ilt-l6; d. 17-19; e. 20 or over; f. never
25. Age of first orgasm through coitus: a. 10 or under; b. 11-13;
c, liii-lb; d. 17-19; e. 20 or over; f. never
26. Age at -which first kissed someone on the lips (exclude relatives):
a. 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, Ii4.-l6; d, 17-19; e. 20 or over;
f, never
27. Age at -wdiich first kissed someone continuously for minutes or
longer: a. 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, li}.-l6; d. 17-19;
e. 20-22; f. 23 or over; g. never
28. Age at -which first put tongue in someone else's mouth: a, 10 or
under; b. 11-13; c, li(i-l6; d, 17-19; e, 20^22; f. 23 or
over; g. never
29. Age at -wdiich first -touched genitalia of someone else or permit-bed
someone else to -touch your o-wn: a. 10 or under; b. 11-13;
c, li|,-l6; d. 17-19; e. 20-22; f, 23 or over; g, never
30. Age at -wiiich first brought someone of the opposite sex to orgasm
by geni-bal fondling: a. 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, li|.-l6
d, 17-19; e, 20-22; f, 23 or over; g, never
31. Age at -vtoch first brought someone of the same sex to orgasm by
genital fondling; a, 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, IJ4.-I6; d, 17-19
e, 20-22; f, 23 or over; g, ne-ver
32. Age at -which first bro\ight tb orgasm through genital fondling by
someone of the opposi-be sex; a, 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, lJ;-l6;
17-19; 0. 20-22; f. 23 or o-ror; g, never
33. Age at which first brought to orgasm through genital fondling by
someone of -the same sex: a. 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, lii)-l6;
d, 17-19; e. 20-22; f, 23 or o-ver; g, never
3U# Age at -which first experienced orgasm throiigh con-tact -with a non-
huraan animal: a, 10 or under; b, 11-13; c, ll4r-5.6; d, 17-19;
20-22; f. 23 or over; g, never
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35* Age at ■which first experienced premarital coitus: a* 10 or underj
b. rU13j c, lLk-l6j d. 17-19; Q. 20-22; f. 23 or over;
g. never
36, Age at inftiich you first went steac^: a* 10 or tinder; b, 11-13;
c. 3i!.-l6; d, 17-19; e. 20-22; f, 23 or over; g. never
37* Did father know? a* yes; b, no; c, never went steac^; d. not
applicable (father deceased, etc.)
38* Did rao-bher knoitf? a. yes; b, no: c, netrer -went stea<^; d. not
applicable (mother deceased, etc.)
39* Did father express approval? yes; b. no; c. father never knew;
d. not applicable
110, Did mother express approval? a. yes; b, no; c. mother never
knew; d. never wont steady; e. not applicable
111, Did mcther make any attempt to prevent you from going steady? a* yes;
b. no; c. not applicable
112. Did father make any attempt to prevent you from going steady? a. yes;
b, no; c, not applicable
113. With how many different persons have you had coitus between first ex¬
perience and present time? a. none; b. l-li; c. 5-10; d* 11-20;
21-50j f, 51-100; g. more than 100
UU* With how many different persons have you gone steady bet'ween first
and present time? a* none; b. l-li; c, S-lQj d, 11-20;
e. 21 or more
il^. With how many of your steadies has there been coitus? a. none;
b, l-li; c. 5-10; d. 11-20; e, 21 or more
116, With how many of your steadies, o-bher than coitus steadies, has there
been coitus? a« none; b, l-li; c, 5-10; d. 11-20; e. 21 or
more
117, TJhat is the greatest number of persons with whom you had coitus
during a single year? a. none; b, l-li; c. ^10; d. 11-20;
e, 21 or more
118, During how many years of your life did you engage in coitus relation¬
ships to orgasm with 11 or more people? a. none; b, 1; c, 2;
d, 3? e, li; f, 5j g* 6; h, 7; i, 8 or more
(MALE RESPONDENTS ONLY)
1, How many times do you believe you have caused illegitimate pregnancy?
a* 1; b, 2; c, 3; d, U or more; e, never
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2* Have you ever been found guilty in court of siring an illegitimate
child: a. yeaj b, no
3. Have you ever arranged an abortion for a girl believed to be pregnant
by you? a. yesj b, no.
U. Have you ever caused pregnancy and refused to do anything about it?
a. yes; b, no
5* Age at which first participated in fellatio: a. 10 or under; b. llf-13
c, Il4(-l6; d. 17-19; e. 20-22; f. 23 or over; g* never
6. Age at idiich first participated in cunniJlngus: a. 10 or imder;
b. 11-13; c, 11h16; d, 17-19; e. 20-22; f. 23 or over
g. never
7« Age at ifiiich first participated in homosexual sodony: a. 10 or under;
b* 11-13; 0. ll*-l6; d. 17-19; e. 20-22; f. 23 or over;
g, never
8* Are you a homosexual? a* yes; b. no
(FEMALE RESPONDENTS ONLY)
1, How many times have you become pregnant out of wedlock? a. 1;
b, 2; c. 3; d, or more; e. never
2. How many times have you given birth to an illegitimate child? a. 1;
b, 2; c. 3; d. 1; or more; e. never
3* How many abortions? a« 1; b, 2; c, 3; d, 1; or more; e. never
1;. Did you ever threaten legal action against suspected cause of illegi¬
timate pregnancy: a. yes; b, no
5* Age at tdiich first participated in fellatio: a. 10 or under;
b* 11-13; c* ll|^l6; d* 17-19j o. 20-22; f* 23 or over;
g. never
6, Age at which first participated in cunnilingus: a. 10 or under;
b^ 11-13; c. Iij»-l6; d. 17-19; 20-22; f. 23 or over; g, never
7* Age at which first participated in homosexual cunnilingus: a. 10
or under; b, 11-13; c. ll|.-l6; d. 17-19; e. 20-22; f. 23 or
over; g* never
8. Are you a lesbian? a. yes; b, no
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(SEXUAL VOGABUIARY FOR RESPOHDENTS)
Coitus — penis-vagina intercourse.
Desire — aiiareness that one 'would like 'bo engage in coitus*
Coi-bal Fantasy — a conscious desire for coitus liiich may be acconqjanied
by masturbation.
Mechanics of Coitus — penis-'vagina penetration in irtiich the indi'vidual
does not necessaidly esperience orgasm.
Complete Coitus — penis-vagina penetration -which one or both parties ex¬
perience orgasm.
Masturbation — manual manipulation of -tdae genitalia -bo orgasm.
Siblings — younger sisters or bro-bhers*
Heterosexual — a relation with a member of the opposite sex.
Genitalia penis and testes in the male; •vagina and breast of the fe¬
male.
Orgasm — -bhe climax of sexual exci-bement.
Sodomy — sexual intercourse bet-ween men involving -bhe insertion of the
penis in the anus.
Fellatio — penis-fliouth intercourse,
Cunnilingus — mou'bh-'vagina intercourse.
Hanoscxual — sexual attraction toward indi-viduals of -the same sex.
